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AIS is now an MYP candidate school.
We’re an IB World School:
Authorised Primary Years Programme(PYP) and
Candidate Middle Years Programme (MYP)
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teenagers today, making wise choices about friends, food, 16th - 19th Feb Mid-term Break
or even the environment. On other occasions, I find myself
contemplating a shoe swap, to join in a game of lawn tennis! Our ECDC section fills my heart with joy, with
so many innocent giggles travelling down corridors. The MYP students seem like they are having a whale of
a time in Design and Technology class, with the new 3D printer. And if the bright night lamp and map of Africa are anything to go by, I need to be a part of the next creation! Every nook is bustling with vibrant vigour,
and I feel we are a step closer to our mission - to strive towards academic excellence and provide the finest
educational experience, within a supportive, nurturing and learning community.
Our auditorium and swimming pool is in its last leg of completion, and the sheer magnanimity of its scale
has left me spellbound.
I am also extremely proud to announce the latest addition to our AIS Senior Management team, Rebecca
Hawkins, who joins us as Head of Department- Early Childhood Development Centre. Of course, welcomes
are always preceded by farewells, and it is with a heavy heart that we had to say goodbye to Ms. Andi and Ms.
Jean. AIS will really miss them.
If you have any queries or concerns, please feel free to contact the school. We believe that it is critically important for your child’s educational experience that they have a sense that a positive, healthy relationship
exists between their parents and AIS. This provides them with a sense of security, which is the foundation
for good learning!							
Ameena Lalani - Head of School / CEO

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEPARTMENT UPDATES

It’s a short term, but packed with lots of things! EC2 Lions will have a class assembly this month, and Reception Peacocks will follow them in March. In
between those, we have ECD Favourites Week (all about the children’s favourite things,
incorporating the Global Day of Play) and the celebration of 100 Days at AIS. I know all
the teachers and children will be eager to mark this milestone in the school year. Then
we’ll end the term on a sporty high with Sports Week and Sports Day before the holidays.

We are particularly thrilled to be introducing play-based learning in ECDC this term, to
ensure that our children learn in the best way for them.
It’s wonderful to be here at AIS and I look forward to getting to know you all over the course of the term.
Rebecca Hawkins - ECDC HOD
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PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UPDATES
Welcome back, parents and students, to another exciting term at AIS, filled with endless learning opportunities and fun activities. To all new parents and students: We are excited to have you join the AIS family, welcome aboard! The first day back to school this term was full of energy and enthusiasm from students, as they
met their teachers and friends after a short break. At the same time, students were very eager to begin learning and participating in various classroom activities. This term we are looking forward to many upcoming
events! In February, we will be celebrating 100 days of school at AIS, with numerous activities in the classroom. We are also eagerly looking forward to our annual Sports Week in March, where students will compete

READING PROGRAMME

in multiple physical activities on behalf of their house teams and
throughout the term we will continue to have our class assemblies
on Wednesday mornings! We wish your child a successful term and
look forward to working together!						

We strive to be better at AIS and for this reason, this term, we have procured an interactive writing programme running across primary years to aid in language teaching. Learners get to have interactive lessons
in aspects of grammar and the writing process with standards, which are in line with MAP assessments for
reading and language. You can visit any primary class for a demo! Taking parents’ feedback into consideration while also assessing our needs, we have finally settled on a reading programme for the primary level.
Project X is a reading programme from Oxford University Press that teaches and assesses based on the
Oxford Reading Tree. This will strengthen the already existing efforts to improve our English Language Learning Skills as well as track growth in the reading levels of students based on the Oxford Reading Tree. We are
in the process of procuring the necessary resources and we hope to roll it out later this term.

STUDY TRIP TO THE FRENCH SCHOOL
The pupils of our Year 6 class had a unique experience visiting the French School
(École Française Les Grands Lacs) located on the Lugogo Bypass in Kampala. The
trip ignited great joy and excitement in our students. They participated in different
French activities, which improved their understanding of the French language. It
was a great opportunity for our students to share
their French language skills in practical situations.

To further strengthen our relationship with École Française Les Grands Lacs,
students from their school will visit AIS on 15 February 2018. The plan is
to have many interesting interactive activities on that day. Following this, in
March, we willcelebrate La Francophonie (French International Day) and
again the students of AIS will participate in many activities, such as games,
songs and quizes. Further details about the visit will be communicated at a later point.

Baguma Shallon - Primary HOD
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NEWS & UPDATES
SPORTS UPDATE
Just before term end, our Year 4 to 6 students engaged in a fierce and
engaging basketball tournament, while the MYP boys had a face-off in a
high-adrenaline table tennis tournament. The Triple Threats (comprising
Guy (Y5 Dolphins), Nambuya (Y5 Dolphins) and Joshua (Y5 Dolphins)}
pulled out all the stops to win the basketball tournament trophy and gold
medals, while the Hurricanes {comprising Ayaan (Y5 Sharks), Precious
(Y5 Dolphins) and Jason (Y5 Sharks)} earned the silver.
The MYP table tennis finals was tension-packed. Both participants were
kept on their toes till the last set, with Aavardan (Y9) raising the championship trophy and a gold medal, and
Alesar (Y9) earning silver. I must
congratulate all the students who
participated in these tournaments
and appreciate their sportsmanship.
It was a moment of pride for us, to see competing students practicing together. Keep it up!

SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS FOR TERM II
• The students will learn basic skills in Lawn Tennis, alongside swimming this term.
• Our PE department is working hard to prepare our school teams for the inter-school badminton and
swimming competitions coming up this term.
• Students who enroll for our school clubs will also get an opportunity to learn and develop their skills in
table tennis, soccer and an assortment of games. Register your child for our sports clubs for skill building,
fun and empowerment. Wishing you a happy term from the sports perspective.
CLUBS AT AIS

Beginnings always hold promise. That’s why we love introducing new clubs, while
harbouring hope that it may add another dimension to ours students’ experience at
AIS. This term, we are happy to announce that we have joined forces with the prestigious International Taekwondo Federation (ITF) to equip our students to defend
themselves, while learning discipline. On popular demand, we have retained most
of the clubs from Term 1. Swimming will start as part of the curriculum this term,
and as a club in Term 3. For any further information regarding clubs, please feel free to contact Ms Nishitha
at 0758202681 or admin@ais.ac.ug
HOUSE TEAM CAPTAINS
Preparations are underway to have a
new batch of student leaders to guide
their teammates, ahead of Sports Week.
Students will exercise their democratic
rights by contesting and voting new
leaders as house captains and their assistants. Elections will be held on 6th March, 2018.

CAR STICKERS

A polite reminder to
collect car stickers from
our security team.

SCHOOL LUNCH

TUITION FEE

We do hope you have had a chance
to look at the new
lunch menu.
Bon Appetit!
Fees were due by 16th January 2018, there will be a 5% surcharge per week on late payments. AIS offers 20% reduction on one term’s fee following the introduction of the new
enrolled student.									
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AIS NEW STAFF
I’m Rebecca Hawkins, from the UK. I
taught in Rwanda for nearly 5 years and
am looking forward to a new adventure in
a new country and in a new school. It’s
going to be a fantastic year!
I am Amanda Mahaffey from the USA.
The new Year 5 teacher, I join AIS with a
BA degree in English Language and
Literature, as well as a 200+ TEFL
teaching certification in English and ESL.
I have been in Uganda since 2016, and
am very excited to be part of this team.
My name is Betty Adeke. I join the AIS
family as a teaching assistant in Y3. I
have worked in international schools for
four years. I join the AIS family as a Y5A
teaching Assistant.
My name is Jane Nanyombi.
I have a Bachelor’s Degree in Education.
I love reading articles, setting out on
adventures and making new friends.
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PYP UPDATES
ASSESSMENTS FAQS
Welcome back to yet another packed term; this time with assessments being the main focus
from the curriculum desk. To help you better understand our assessment policy here are a few
frequently asked questions we’ve chosen to address:

1.
Do you have exams like other curriculums?
In line with the IB standards and practices, AIS chooses to focus more on assessment rather than the
traditional term ‘Exams’. Yes, we do evaluate our students for the purposes of ;
a)
Determining placement and any needs at the point of joining the school,
b)
Establishing the individual learning needs so as to inform future teaching and
c)
Reporting on whether learning has taken place at the end of a term period.
•
•
•
•
•

There are no formal examinations in the lower Early Childhood years, however student progress is 		
monitored, recorded and reported on in all areas of the curriculum.
Learners from Year 1 through Year 9 are formally assessed for reporting at the end of term two and 		
three. Testing is carried out in all major disciplines, including French, Kiswahili and ICT.
Learners from Year 1 to 9 do Online MAP assessments every fourth week of the term to inform 		
teaching and report on growth in Math, Language and Reading.
Learners from Year 4 to Year 9 sit ISA (International School Assessments) written examinations
annually at the end of Term Two.
It is the policy of AIS to NOT rank its students on the basis of academic performance since
assessments are designed to identify individual student progress and recognise and celebrate the
achievements of individual learners.

2.
Is the IBO the IB examining body?
The IBO is the governing body providing not only evaluative services but also
strategic guidance to IB schools world over. It guides IB schools on best practices
and teaching and learning standards but does not moderate assessments at PYP
level.

3. What are ISA exams?
ISA stands for International School Assessments designed
and developed by the Australian Council for Educational
Research (ACER). They are not targeted at any one national or cultural group. The tests are created with the knowledge that half of target students do not speak
English as their first language. At AIS we offer ISA (written assessments) to our students from Year 4 and
above once a year in the second term. The ISA assessments test students’ ability to apply their understanding
of language, reading, science and mathematics rather than their knowledge of recently taught curriculum.		
									
							

Evans Kimani - PYPC
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SECONDARY DEPARTMENT UPDATES
What a spectacular way to start the second term!
MYP students arrived early enough with bright,
smiling faces, which clearly reflected their eagerness
to learn. Chuckles, laughter, buzzing sounds filled
the atmosphere on the MYP floor, as teachers welcomed back the old and received new students. We are
delighted to welcome new families and students to the
AIS MYP family and encourage more to come and join.
Talking of a thrilling start, the excitement got even
wilder when the students noticed the presence of
the 3D Printer in their Design and Technology Classroom. Oh my! They wanted to watch it print the entire day, while asking epic guiding questions. We are
determined to offer our students the latest and excit-

ing skills to help them explore their potentials to the
fullest. By the end of this term we shall have added
one more 3D Printer to allow students to print out
their own projects.We can’t gainsay the fact that we
are headed for a busy, yet fun-packed, term. We are
very ecstatic to be back in action and look forward
to having a stupendous term.

Olomo Charles - Secondary HOD

MYP UPDATES
The Year 9 students are working on short TED speeches to be presented to their parents and the entire
secondary department. Students will also be engaging in various Inter-disciplinary Units (IDUs), which
will end in an all-secondary event on exploration of
Africa later in the term. This will be the first full department event and we are looking forward to seeing
how it turns out. We are also excited to introduce our
Secondary Department Food Technology class, which

will see our students planning, preparing and cooking different dishes, as well as learning about the
nutritional and cultural value of the different foods.
This will be a whole department wide class, so our
students will be learning to work together across
their grade levels. Needless to say, we are excited to
see what our new projects will bring!

MYP CANDIDANCY STATUS
We are pleased to announce that we have been granted MYP Candidacy status
from the International Baccalaureate. We have, and will continue to work diligently in aligning our standards and practices with those of the IB Middle Years
Programme. We are encouraged, though not surprised, with this
progress. As always, thank you for your support as we strive to make your
child’s education as excellent as we can!
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